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Analytical Modeling for
Stress-Strain Curve of a Porous
NiTi
Two models for predicting the stress-strain curve of porous NiTi under compressive
loading are presented in this paper. Porous NiTi shape memory alloy is considered as a
composite composed of solid NiTi as matrix and pores as inclusions. Eshelby’s equivalent
inclusion method and Mori-Tanaka’s mean-field theory are employed in both models. Two
types of pore connectivity are investigated. One is closed cells (model 1); the other is
where the pores are interconnected to each other forming an open-cell microstructure
(model 2). We also consider two different shapes of pores, spherical and ellipsoidal. The
stress-strain curves of porous shape memory alloy with spherical pores and ellipsoidal
pores are compared. It is found that the ellipsoidal shape assumption is more reasonable
than the assumption of spherical pores. Comparison of the stress-strain curves of the two
models shows that use of open-cell microstructure (model-2) makes the predictions more
agreeable to the experimental results of porous NiTi whose microstructure exhibits open-
cell microstructure. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2198250�
Introduction
Over the last two decades shape memory alloys �SMAs� have

ttracted great interests in various applications ranging from aero-
pace �1� and naval structures �2� to surgical instruments, medical
mplants and fixtures �3,4�. The use of SMAs has promoted ex-
ensive researches on developing SMA constitutive models.

Among SMAs, NiTi alloy has been used most extensively due
o its large flow stress and shape memory effect �SME�. Most
ecently, porous NiTi attracted an increasing attention as a pos-
ible application to medical implant devices and high energy ab-
orption structural material and potential material for surface cool-
ng. The progress in both manufacturing and characterization of
he porous NiTi SMA has been reported by a number of research-
rs. A short review of the existed processing methods is presented
ere. Li et al. �5,6� fabricated porous NiTi SMA by combustion
ynthesis method, the stress-strain curves in their work exhibit
rittle behavior. Li et al. �7� also fabricated the porous NiTi by
owder sintering; it shows that the there is no stress plateau in the
tress-strain curve and the material is still brittle. Some studies
8,9� report superelastic behavior of the foams in compression, but
tresses are low due to the high porosity. Lagoudas et al. �10� used
he HIP �hot isostatic press� method and the stress-strain curve in
heir work showing brittle behavior. Recently, we processed the
orous NiTi by the spark plasma sintering �SPS� method, and the
pecimens exhibit large superelastic loop with high stress flow and
igh ductility �11�.

In order to make an optimum design of the microstructure of
he porous SMAs, it is important to construct a simple, yet accu-
ate model to describe its microstructure-mechanical behavior re-
ation. Thus far, there are few analytical studies focused on the
orous SMA, particularly no analytical model for the porous SMA
ith open porosity. Therefore, in this paper two models are intro-
uced. The porous NiTi is treated as a composite with solid NiTi
s its matrix and pores as the inclusions. If a porous NiTi can be
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viewed as a special or ellipsoidal inclusion case of a particular
reinforced composite, then one can construct a micromechanical
model based on Eshelby’s equivalent inclusion method �12� with
Mori-Tanaka mean-field theory �13�. In the first model �model 1�,
the pores in the porous NiTi are closed, i.e., pores are not con-
nected to each other. In the second model �model 2�, pores are
assumed to be connected to each other, i.e., open porosity micro-
structure. Effects of pores with different geometries �spherical and
ellipsoidal� are also studied in both models.

There are two advantages of these models. First, it is a simpler
model. We need less input data, and the input data for our model
are taken from the experimental stress-strain curve of the solid
NiTi, i.e., no need to manipulate types of matensite variants, their
orientations, etc., often used by other models. Second, in the lit-
erature, there exists no model that treated porous NiTi with the
open-cell structure. The model proposed in this paper is the first in
treating the open-cell structure within the framework of Eshelby’s
model.

In the following, we shall state first two constitutive models,
model 1 �Sec. 2� and model 2 �Sec. 3� and discuss the resulting
stress-strain curves they predict. This response will be compared
to previous experimental results, �11�, and conclusions will be
presented.

2 Model-1: Stress-Strain Curve of Porous NiTi With
Closed Pores

The stress-strain curve of a SMA with superelastic grade is
assumed to be composed of four stages; see Fig. 1. The first stage
�I� is a linear elastic stage, with the matrix of 100% austenite. The
second stage �II� is a stress-induced matensitic transformation
stage; in this stage, a volume fraction of the austenite decreases
from 100% to 0% while that of the martensite increases from 0%
to 100%, continuously. The third stage �III� is a stage with the
matrix of 100% matensite. Therefore, the third stage is an linear
elastic stage. The fourth stage �VI� is the austenite transformation
stage, in which the volume fraction of martensite changes from
100% to 0% while that of the austenite in the matrix increases
from 0% to 100%. �Ms

P , �Mf

P , �As

P , and �Af

P are the critical stresses
between the above four stages, the superscript P denotes porous
and subscripts Ms, Mf, As, and Af denote martensite start, marten-
site finish, austenite start, and austenite finish, respectively. EMs

and EMf

are the moduli of the first and third stages and ET is the
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angent modulus of the second and fourth stages. It is noted that
he slope of the forth stage is the same as that of the second stage.
n this paper, we use the stress-strain curve of the solid NiTi �i.e.,
ithout pores� as a reference.

2.1 Eshelby Model for a Porous SMA With Closed Pores.
onsider an Eshelby model for a porous NiTi with closed pores

ubjected to applied stress �ij
0 where the matrix is solid with uni-

orm martensite transformation strain �ij
T �Fig. 2�a��. The uniform

ransformation strain �ij
T is assumed only for the second and fourth

tages, while for the first and third stages, �ij
T =0. In the Eshebly’s

odel, an infinite elastic body �D�, which contains spherical or
llipsoidal pores ��p�, is subjected to a uniform stress �33

0 as
hown in Fig. 2. As far as the stress field is concerned, the model
f Fig. 2�a� is equivalent to that of Fig. 2�b� where the uniform
ransformation strain in the matrix is removed from and added
ith minus sign to the pore domain. Thus, the present problem is

educed to the inhomogeneous inclusion problem where the elas-
ic stiffness tensor Cijkl

m is homogeneous in the entire domain D,
ig. 2�b� �14�.
The Eshelby’s inhomogeneous inclusion problem with Mori-

anaka’s mean field theory provides the total stress field given by

�ij
0 + �ij = Cijkl

m �ekl
0 + �̄kl + �kl − ��kl

* − �kl
T ��

= Cijkl
m ��kl

0 + �̄kl + �kl − �kl
**� = Cijkl

p ��kl
0 + �̄kl + �kl� �1�

here Cijkl
m and Cijkl

P are the elastic stiffness tensor of matrix and
ores, respectively. �ij and �kl are stress and strain disturbance

ig. 1 Linearized four-stage stress-strain curve of porous NiTi

ig. 2 The Eshelby’s model for a porous SMA: „a… the problem
f pores embedded in the NiTi matrix with stiffness Cijkl

m and
ransformation strain �ij

T, which can be converted to equivalent
nclusion problem „b…, where �ij

* is the fictitious eigenstrain,

hich is unknown.

92 / Vol. 74, MARCH 2007
due to existence of pores, respectively. �̄kl is the average strain
disturbance in the matrix due to the pores ��p�. �ij

* is the fictitious
eigenstrain, which has nonvanishing components in the domain
�p. Here, we introduce

�kl
** � �kl

* − �kl
T �2�

For the entire domain D, the following relation always holds:

�ij
0 = Cijkl

m �kl
0 �3�

Following the Mori-Tanaka mean filed theory, the average stress
disturbance in the matrix, ��ij�m is given by

��ij�m = Cijkl
m �̄kl �4�

The strain disturbance is related to �mn
** as

�kl = Sklmn�mn
** �5�

The requirement that integration of the stress disturbance over the
entire body �D� vanishes, leading to

�̄kl = − fP�Sklmn�mn
** − �kl

**� �6�

where Sklmn is Eshelby’s tensor for pore inclusion and its exact
values are given in Appendix and fp is the volume fraction of
pore, i.e., porosity of the SMA. A substitution of Eq. �3�–�6� into
�1� provides a solution for �kl

**

�ij
** = ��1 − fP�Cijkl

m �Sklmn − Iklmn� + Cijkl
P ��1 − fP�Sklmn

+ fP�	−1�Cmnst
P Cstpq

m−1 − Imnpq��pq
0 �7�

where I is identity matrix of 6�6. In this paper boldface symbols
�S ,C ,I�, are fourth-order tensor, and they are converted to 6�6
matrix form for facilitation of calculation. These boldface symbols
with subscripts should be written as not boldface with subscript
when they are scalar components. However, to avoid confusion,
we keep boldface symbols.

As the stiffness of the pores is zero, Cijkl
P =0; thus, Eq. �7� is

given as

�mn
** = −

1

1 − fP
�Sklmn − Iklmn�−1Cijkl

m−1�ij
0 �8�

By setting Cijkl
P =0, Eq. �1� becomes

�ij
0 = − �ij �9�

Next, we shall consider the strain energy density of the inhomo-
geneous inclusion problem of Fig. 2�b�, which is given by �15�

Wmi =
1

2
�ij

0 �ij
0 +

1

2
fP�ij

0 �ij
* −

1

2
fP�ij�ij

T �10�

Let us call Wmi as microscopic strain energy density. It is noted in
Eq. �10� that Wmi is valid for all three stages, i.e., for the first and
third stages �ij

T =0, whereas for the second stage, all three terms on
the right-hand side of Eq. �10� are nonvanishing.

2.1.1 Stiffness of First and Third Stages. The equivalency of
strain energy density of porous SMA for the first and third stages
can be derived from Eq. �10� with �ij

T =0, which is set equal to the
strain energy density of a porous SMA with its elastic stiffness
tensor Cijkl

c , where c refers to “composite,” as porosity is a special
case of composite.

1

2
Cijkl

c−1�ij
0 �kl

0 =
1

2
Cijkl

m−1�ij
0 �kl

0 +
1

2
fP�ij

0 �ij
* �11�

where Cijkl
c−1 and Cijkl

m−1 are the elastic compliances of the composite
and the matrix material �solid NiTi�, respectively. Since only the
nonvanishing component of �ij

0 is �33
0 =�0 �Fig. 2�, Eq. �11� is
F
o
t
i

reduced to
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�0
2

2Ec
=

�0
2

2Em
+

fP

2
�0�33

* �12�

here Ec and Em are the Young’s moduli of the composite and the
atrix, respectively. In the first stage, Ec is EMs

, and Em is the
oung’s modulus of austenite EA. Combining Eq. �12� with Eq.

2� and �8� with �ij
T =0, the Young’s modulus of the porous NiTi in

he first stage, EMs
normalized by EA is given as

EMs

EA
=

1

1 + �fP
�13�

here � is a parameter, a function of porosity fP and shape of the
orous inclusion

� =
− �H1133 + H2233 + H3333�

�1 − fp�
�14a�

is a �6�6� matrix, which is given as

Hijmn = �Sijkl − Iijkl�−1Cklmn
−1 �14b�

oung’s modulus of the porous NiTi at the third stage, EMf
can be

btained in the same manner as the above,

EMf

EM
=

1

1 + �fP
�14c�

2.1.2 Critical Stresses �Ms

P and �Mf

P . Under the uniaxial stress

long the x3-axis ��0�, the transformation strain �ij
T is assumed to

e uniform with the following components:

�ij
T = ���T ��T − �T 0 0 0	T �15�

here �T is the transformation strain along x3-axis.
The stress disturbance �ij is obtained from Eq. �9�. The change

f the total potential energy of the inhomogeneous inclusion of the
roblem of Fig. 2�b�, �U, due to the change in transformation
train ��ij

T is given by �16�

�U = − ��ij
T ��1 − fP��ij

0 − fP�ij� �16�

he work done by the applied stress �Q causing infinitesimal
ransformation strain ��T is

�Q = �1 − fP��Ms

S ��T �17�

here �Ms

S is the stress of the matrix at the onset of stress-induced
artensite transformation, at the beginning of the second stage of

he solid NiTi, the superscript S denotes solid material, and the
ubscript Ms denotes matensitic start transformation. Since �U
�Q=0, we obtain

�0 = �Ms

S +
fP

1 − fP
��33 − �11� �18�

ubstituting �33=−�0 and �11=0 from Eq. �9� into Eq. �18�, we
btain

�Ms

P = �1 − fP��Ms

S �19a�

he martensitic transformation finish critical stress �Mf

P can be
btained in the same manner

�Mf

P = �1 − fP��Mf

S �19b�

2.1.3 Stiffness of Second Stage. Refer to Fig. 3�a�, Young’s
odulus �E� of a SMA with transformation �T is estimated by

E��T� = EA +
�T

�Mf

T �EM − EA� �20�

here EA, EM are the Young’s modulus of 100% austenite and
T
00% martensite phase, respectively, Fig. 3�a�, and �Mf

is the

ournal of Applied Mechanics
maximum transformation strain, and it is given by

�Mf

T = �Mf
−

�Mf

EM
�21�

Equation �20� is valid for both dense and porous SMA; thus, we
can rewrite Eq. �20� using Eq. �21� as

Ei = EA
i −

EA
i − EM

i

�Mf

i − �Mf

i /EM
i �T �22�

where the superscript i denotes i=S �solid� or P �porous�. In order
to obtain the slope of the linearized second stage of compressive
stress-strain curve of a porous NiTi, we consider the equivalency
of strain energy density. In addition, in the case of the second
stage, we evaluate the macroscopic strain energy density of a po-
rous NiTi graphically from Fig. 3�a�, i.e., area enclosed by the
curve. Wma is given by

Wma =
1

2
��Ms

P + �0
P�
�T

P +
�0

P

EAM
−

�Ms

P

EMs

� �23�

where �Ms

P is the martensitic start transformation stress of porous

SMA, �0
P is an applied stress, �T

P is the strain corresponding to �0
P.

ig. 3 „a… Stress-strain curve of porous or solid sample „i=P
r S…, „b… stress-strain curve of solid NiTi
F
o

Since there is no transformation strain in pores, the transformation
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train for porous SMA �T
P is the uniform transformation strain in

he matrix, i.e., solid NiTi,

�T
P = �T

S � �T �24�

he above macroscopic strain energy density is set equal to the
icroscopic stain energy density Wmi defined by Eq. �10�, where

he solution for �ij
* is obtained from Eqs. �1�–�7� as

�kl
* = �kl

T −
1

1 − fP
�Sklmn − Iklmn�−1Cmnij

m−1�ij
0 �25�

n Eq. �25�, the first term on the right represents the transforma-
ion in the solid NiTi matrix; the second term comes from the
nteractions between pores and applied stress.

Substituting Eq. �25� into Eq. �10�, the microscopic strain en-
rgy density, Wmi is given by

Wmi =
1

2
�ij

0 �ij
0 +

1

2
fP�ij

0�2�ij
T −

1

1 − fP
�Sijkl − Iijkl�−1�kl

0  �26�

ince the porous NiTi is subjected to uniaxile load, i.e., �ij
0

�0 0 �0
P 0 0 0	T, and transformation strain given by

ij
T = ���T ��T −�T 0 0 0	T, and the pores are assumed to be
pherical; thus, Eq. �26� can be reduced to

Wmi =
1

2
�0

P�0 +
1

2
fP�0

P�2�T −
1

1 − fP
Z3333�0 �27�

here Z3333 is a component of a 6�6 matrix, Z= �Sijkl−Iijkl�−1. S
s Eshelby tensor for spherical and ellipsoidal inclusions, respec-
ively. �0 is the macroscopic strain of the porous SMA, and it is
elated to applied stress �0

P as

�0 =
�0

P

EAM
�28�

ubstituting Eq. �28� into Eq. �27�, the microscopic strain energy
ensity Wmi of porous NiTi is finally reduced to

Wmi =
1

2

��0
P�2

EAM
+

1

2
fP�0

P
2�T
P − Z3333

�0
P

EAM
� �29�

here EAM is the Young’s modulus of solid �matrix� SMA with �T.
By equating the macroscopic strain energy density Wma of Eq.

23� Wmi of Eq. �29�, and using Eq. �22� with i= P, we obtained
he following algebraic equation of second-order �T as:

F��T�2 + G�T + H = 0 �30�

F =
���0

P + �Ms

P ��1 − 	�

�Ms

, G = ��0
P + �Ms

P

+
�Ms

P �1 − 	���Ms

P + �0
P�

EMs
�Mf

,

H =
�1 − 
���0

P�2 − ��Ms

P �2

EMs

, 
 = 1 −
fP

1 − fP
Z3333,

	 =
EMf

EMs

, � = 1 − 2fP �31�

he solution of �T
P, which corresponds to the second kink point

P in Fig. 3�a�, is given by

�T =
− G + �G2 − 4FH

2F
�32�

he tangent modulus of the porous SMA is the slope of the second

tage of the stress-strain curve shown in Fig. 1, thus, ET can be

94 / Vol. 74, MARCH 2007
expressed in terms of transformation strain �T and the stresses, �0
P

and �Ms

P as

ET =
�0

P − �Ms

P

�T
�33�

2.2 Unloading Curve. During unloading, the porous SMA
material undergoes reverse transformation �martensite phase to
austenite phase�. Before the applied stress reaches to a
critical value �As

P , the matrix SMA remains 100%
martensite phase �first stage of the unloading stress-strain curve in
the modeling curve�. When the applied stress is decreased to �As

P ,
reverse transformation starts and it finishes when the stress
reaches another critical value �Af

P ; thereafter, the porous SMA
material remains 100% austenite. Therefore, the slope of the first
and third stages of the unloading curve is the Young’s modulus of
the 100% martensite and 100% austenite phase, respectively. The
slope of the fourth stage is the same as that of the loading curve in
the second stage. Therefore, the Young’s moduli of the unloading
curve are related to those of the loading curve as

EAs = EMf
�34a�

ET
u = ET �34b�

EAf = EMs �34c�

where ET
u is the slope of the second stage of the unloading curve.

The superscript u denotes unloading, whereas those without su-
perscript are the slopes of loading curve.

The austenite start and finish transformation stresses of porous
SMA, �As

P and �Af
P are related to the corresponding stresses of the

solid NiTi by

�As
P = �1 − fP��As

S �35a�

�Af
P = �1 − fP��Af

S �35b�

where �As
S and �Af

S are austenite start and finish transformation
stresses of the solid NiTi, respectively. First, we assume that the
solid NiTi matrix is isotropic with Poisson’s ratio �A=�M =0.33.

3 Model 2: Stress-Strain Curve of Porous NiTi With
Open Pores

Here we shall discuss the Eshelby model for a porous SMA
with open pores where pores are interconnected �Fig. 4�, where
unknown fictitious eigenstrain is in pore 1 ��ij

*1� and in pore 2
��ij

*2� will be determined by Eshelby method. Initially, we distin-
guish the elastic constant �Cijkl� and eigenstrain ��*� associated
with pores 1 and those with pores 2, but later we will set those
identical to each other as two adjacent pores of the same shape,
and orientation should have the same Cijkl and �ij

* . There are two
steps to obtain the eigenstrains. The first step is to find the eigen-
strain �ij

*1 and the disturbed stress �ij
1 in �1 for an infinite body

containing ellipsoidal or spherical pores and subjected to uniaxial
applied stress �0. In the first problem, the other pore �2 is not
considered for obtaining �ij

*1, but the interaction between the pores
is taken into account by Mori-Tanaka mean field theory. The sec-
ond step is to find the eigenstrain �ij

*2 and disturbed stress �ij
2 in

�2, where the interactions between �1 and �2 is taken into ac-
count. After obtaining �ij

*1 and �ij
*2, we take the average of these

eigenstrains to represent the eigenstrain for the two interconnected
pores. The transformation strain �T is zero in the first and third
stages, since there is no transformation occurring in these two
stages, whereas it is not zero in the second and fourth stage. That

is the same as in Sec. 2.

Transactions of the ASME
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3.1 Computation of Average Eigenstrain in Open Pores. In
his model, we will simulate the stress-strain curve of a porous
MA with open porosity where two kinds of pore shapes—
pherical and ellipsoidal—are used.

3.1.1 Solution of Eigenstrain in �1 Without �2, �ij
**1. The Es-

elby model for finding �ij
**1 is the same as the in model 1;

herefore, we list only the final solutions

�kl
**1 = −

1

1 − fP
�Sklmn − Iklmn�−1Cmnij

m−1�ij
0 �36�

3.1.2 Solution of Eigenstrain in �2 by Accounting Interac-
ions Between �1 and �2, �ij

**2. In this step, the disturbed stress in

2 is obtained in terms of �ij
**2, which is unknown thus far. In the

rst problem, disturbed stress outside the end of the �1, �ij
−1 is

xpressed in terms of �ij
1 . Then the total stress �ij

t in �2 vanishes

�ij
t = �ij

0 + �ij
2 ��ij

**2� + �ij
−1 = 0 �37�

here �ij
2 ��ij

**2� is the self-stress in �2 induced by eigenstrain �ij
**2

he disturbed stress �ij
−1 is given by the formula of Hill-Walpole-

ura jump condition �17�

�ij
−1 − �ij

1 = Cijkl�− Cpqmn�mn
**1Mkpnqnl + �kl

**1� �38a�

here

Mkp =
��kp − nknp

2�1 − �� �
�

�38b�

nd where ni is the ith component of an unit vector outer normal
o the inclusion and is given by

n = �1 0 0� �38c�

t is noted in Fig. 4 that the interconnection between �1 and �2 is
t the equator region with its normal base vector pointing to
1-axis. With Eq. �38c�, Eq. �38a� yields

�ij
−1 = �ij

1 + Cij11�− C11mn�mn
**1M11 + �11

**1� �39�

where M11 =
�1 + ���1 − 2��

E�1 − ��
�40�

The applied stress is given as

�ij
0 = �0 0 �0 0 0 0� �41�

tress in �2 in terms of eigensrain �ij
**2 is given by

�ij
2 = �1 − fP�Cijkl

m �Sklmn − Iklmn��mn
**2 �42�

By substituting Eq. �39�, �41�, and �42� into Eq. �37�, we obtain
igenstrain in �2 �ij

**2 as

�**2 = �mnrs�
**1 �43a�

Fig. 4 „a… Eshelby’s model for interconnecte
equivalent inclusion problem „b…
mn rs

ournal of Applied Mechanics
where �mnrs = − �Smnpq − Imnpq�−1�− CpqrsM11 + Ipqrs�/�1 − fP�
�43b�

We take average of the eigenstrains in �1 and �2 to represent the
eigenstrain of all interconnected pores

�mn
** =

1

2
��mn

**1 + �mn
**2� =

1

2
��mnrs + Imnrs��rs

**1 �44�

Once the average eigenstrain �mn
** is obtained, we can use the

first model to calculate the moduli and critical stresses. Therefore,
we list only the final useful for the moduli and critical stresses in
the following.

3.2 Elastic Moduli at Stage I and III. Since there is no
transformation at stage I and III, the Young’s modulus of each
stage can be obtained by equivalency of energy density as in
model 1 from Eq. �11�. Therefore, the Young’s modulus of stage I
is given as

EMs

EA
=

1

1 + D3333fP
�45a�

and that of stage III is

EMf

EM
=

1

1 + D3333fP
�45b�

where D3333 is a component of a 6�6 matrix Dklrs, which is given
as

Dklrs = −
Aklmn · Bmnpq · Cpqrs

2�1 − fP�
�46�

where Aklmn=Iklmn+�klmn, Bmnpq= �Smnpq−Imnpq�−1, Cpqrs=Cpqrs
−1 .

3.3 Tangent Stiffness of Stage II and IV. To obtain ET, first
we have to obtain the transformation strain �T. The transformation
strain is obtained in the same manner as that in model 1

�T =
�− G2 + �G2

2 − 4G1G3�
2G1

�47�

where

G1 = ��Ms

p + �1 − fP��0
p��1 �48a�

G2 = fP�0
pEA − fPD3333��0

p�2�1 − ��Ms

p + �0
p�EA − �1�2 �48b�

Table 1 Input data given by solid NiTi reference curve

Ms
s �Mf

s �Af
s EA EM �Ms �Mf

20 MPa 780 MPa 450 MPa 75 GPa 31 GPa 0.0053 0.04

pores in NiTi matrix, which is converted to
�
4

d
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a

T
m

t

2

G3 = �2EA − �Ms

p �0
p + fpD3333��0

p�2EA �48c�

nd

�1 =
�EA − EM�

��Mf
− �Ms

p /EM�
�49a�

�2 =
��Ms

p + �0
p��Ms

p

EMs

�49b�

herefore, the tangent modulus, ET is given in terms of transfor-
ation strain as

ET =
�0

P − �Ms

P

�T
�50�

able 2 Comparison of the critical stresses and Young’s
oduli of experimental data and predictions by two models

EMs �GPa� ET �GPa� EMf �GPa�

Experimental 41.0 8.0 27.0
Ellipsoidal pore—Model 1 52.6 9.2 23.7
Spherical pores—Model 1 52.6 10.1 22.7
Ellipsoidal pore—Model 2 43.2 7.7 23.2
Spherical pores—Model 2 33.2 7.9 17.9

ig. 5 Comparison of the experimental data to predictions by
he present two models
s
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3.4 Critical Stress. The four critical stresses are obtained in
the same manner as that in model 1. They are given by

�Ms

P = �1 − fP��Ms

S �51a�

�Mf

P = �1 − fP��Mf

S �51b�

�As
P = �1 − fP��As

S �51c�

�Af
P = �1 − fP��Af

S �51d�

It is noted here that superscripts S and P denote solid and porous
SMA, respectively.

4 Discussion
We use Ti-50.9 at. %Ni as SMA, and the experimental data of

the stress-strain curve of solid NiTi under compressive loading is
made into piecewise linear wire four stages, Fig. 3�a�. Table 1
shows the input data of the piecewise linearized stress-strain curve
of solid NiTi to simulate the stress-strain curve of 13% porosity
NiTi specimen �11�.

Figure 5 shows the stress-strain curves predicted by models 1
and 2. Table 2 lists the values of the critical stresses and Young’s

Fig. 6 Microstructure of 13% porosity specimen

ig. 7 Stress-strain curves predicted by ellipsoidal and
T
m

F

F

pherical open-cell model

Transactions of the ASME



m
T
a

s
t
s
s
t
c
e
f
a

2
b
a
F
n
i
r

p
t
s
g
c

5

s
s
t
d
i
t
Y

A

p

J

oduli predicted by two models, as well as the experiment �11�.
he comparison shows that the simulations have reasonable good
greement with the experimental data.

It is noted that the stress-strain curve of the ellipsoidal pore-
hape assumption is closer to the experimental curve than that of
he spherical pore-shape assumption. This indicates that the ellip-
oidal pore shape is more likely the realistic pore shape in the
pecimen used for the experiment. Figure 6 shows the microstruc-
ure of the porous NiTi specimen. Although, from this figure we
an see that the realistic pore shape is not ellipsoidal, but the
llipsoidal is closer than the spherical to the realistic shape. There-
ore, the model with ellipsoidal pore shape predicts more
ccurately.

Comparing the stress-strain curves predicted by Models 1 and
, we can see that model 2 is more accurate than model 1. This is
ecause model 2 takes into account the interactions between two
djacent pores by assuming they are interconnecting to each other.
igure 6 supports this assumption that pores are indeed intercon-
ected. Model 2 can take account for the interaction between the
nterconnected pores; therefore, the predictions by model 2 give
ise to closer agreement with the experiment.

Figure 7 shows how the porosity fP influents stress-strain curve
redicted by model 2, the open-cell model. It is found in Fig. 7
hat when the porosity is 10%, the ellipsoidal and spherical
hapes have almost same prediction; but once when the porosity
ets larger and larger, the difference between the two shapes in-
reases dramatically.

Conclusion
Two models predicting the stress-strain curve of porous SMA

ubjected to compressive load are presented. Pores are treated as
eparate individuals in model 1, whereas they are interconnected
o each other in model 2. Both models explain the experimental
ata reasonably well. Model 2, which can take account for the
nteractions among interconnected pores, provides better predic-
ions than model 1 in predicting the experimental data of the
oung’s moduli of porous NiTi.
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